The Dog Stars
Every dog has its day.

A DOGTOBERFEST FILM FESTIVAL
presented by San Diego Public Library

Library Staff Dog Judges
Nova

The Playful Squeaky Toy Lover
Pebbles

Just wants to have fun!
Penny
The Friendly Nap Enthusiast
Milo
Earns a treat for being so sweet!
The Dog Stars
Every dog has its day.
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Library Dogs
Honorable Mentions
Aura

Sassy, yet refined.
Winnie
Full of Sunshine and Energy
Bailey
The Storytime Snuggle bug
Remy
The Precision Crumb Vacuum
Cheeto
Practices his charm.
Rilo
Sits like “normal” dogs do.
Bella
The Sassy Virgo
D’arcy

Excited to party!
Foxy Lynn Spears
The Squirrel/Ghost Hunter
Selkie
The Lost Sock Detective
Tiki
With all her pack!
Fred

Grumpy on the outside, friendly on the inside.
“Hammie” Hamilton

Excited for belly rubs!
Kenzo

Must drink water to refuel his drool!
Momo
The Mo-monster Chewer
Nessie

The Elegant Lady
Benny
The Loyal Snack Enthusiast
Trudy
Likes to stomp in mud.
(her paws are actually white)
Bug
Likes long walks and the beach.
(sometimes together too)
Chloe

The Semi-athletic Gremlin
Shilo
The Bratty American Bully
Dutchess

The Goofy, Loving, Stubborn Bloodhound
Riley
The Mini Tyrant
(who will eat snails)
Frank

The Man, The Myth, The ‘Dawg’
Logan
The Zippy Ball Chaser
Charlie
The Littlest Cowdoggie
Zelda

The Nature Observer